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Fragmented Democracy Jamila Michener
2018-03-22 Because of federalism, Medicaid
takes very diﬀerent forms in diﬀerent places. This
has dramatic and crucial consequences for
democratic citizenship.
The Encyclopedia Americana 2002
Avenir de la Démocratie en Europe Philippe C.
Schmitter 2004-01-01 This publication examines
a number of challenges and opportunities for
democracy and democratic institutions
throughout Europe, and makes 28
recommendations for reforms intended to
improve government eﬃciency, transparency
and accountability. Topics discussed include the
impact of forces such as globalisation, European
integration, migration and technological change;
as well as issues such as citizenship (political
discontent, cultural identity and protest),
representation (political parties and civil society)
and decision-making.
The Servile Mind Kenneth Minogue 2012-11-20
One of the grim comedies of the twentieth
century was that miserable victims of communist
regimes would climb walls, swim rivers, dodge
bullets, and ﬁnd other desperate ways to achieve
liberty in the West at the same time that
progressive intellectuals would sentimentally
proclaim that these very regimes were the wave
of the future. A similar tragicomedy is playing out
in our century: as the victims of despotism and
backwardness from Third World nations pour into
Western states, academics and intellectuals
present Western life as a nightmare of inequality
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and oppression. In The Servile Mind: How
Democracy Erodes the Moral Life, Kenneth
Minogue explores the intelligentsia’s love aﬀair
with social perfection and reveals how that
idealistic dream is destroying exactly what has
made the inventive Western world irresistible to
the peoples of foreign lands. The Servile Mind
looks at how Western morality has evolved into
mere “politico-moral” posturing about admired
ethical causes—from solving world poverty and
creating peace to curing climate change. Today,
merely making the correct noises and parading
one’s essential decency by having the correct
opinions has become a substitute for individual
moral responsibility. Instead, Minogue argues, we
ask that our governments carry the burden of
solving our social—and especially
moral—problems for us. The irony is that the
more we allow the state to determine our moral
order, the more we need to be told how to
behave and what to think. Such is the servile
mind.
Outcry Marie Spike 2005 American Voices of
Conscience, Post-9/11 is an anthology of letters,
op-eds, speeches and short essays drawn from a
broad spectrum of Americans, which eloquently
expresses their outrage, betrayal and frustration
over the corrupt and misguided actions and
policies of the Bush/Cheney administration since
the tragedies of 9/11. Within its pages, you?ll ﬁnd
stirring monologues, passionate rants, laserguided satire, and proposals for sane, nonviolent
solutions to our problems. From soldiers to
seniors, from Zen monks to Christian ministers,
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from librarians to libertarians, these are the true
patriots - those who really care what is
happening to our society and have had the
courage to speak out against dishonesty and
deception in our cherished institutions. With the
publication of Outcry: American Voices of
Conscience, Post-9/11, we hope to weave these
myriad voices into a chorus of reason and
compassion. For they are the voices of
conscience, unintimidated by the dissonance of
militarism, corporate greed, and the blind,
uncritical acceptance of ﬂag-waving propaganda.
Honeybee Democracy Thomas D. Seeley
2010-09-20 Honeybees make decisions
collectively--and democratically. Every year,
faced with the life-or-death problem of choosing
and traveling to a new home, honeybees stake
everything on a process that includes collective
fact-ﬁnding, vigorous debate, and consensus
building. In fact, as world-renowned animal
behaviorist Thomas Seeley reveals, these
incredible insects have much to teach us when it
comes to collective wisdom and eﬀective
decision making. A remarkable and richly
illustrated account of scientiﬁc discovery,
Honeybee Democracy brings together, for the
ﬁrst time, decades of Seeley's pioneering
research to tell the amazing story of house
hunting and democratic debate among the
honeybees. In the late spring and early summer,
as a bee colony becomes overcrowded, a third of
the hive stays behind and rears a new queen,
while a swarm of thousands departs with the old
queen to produce a daughter colony. Seeley
describes how these bees evaluate potential nest
sites, advertise their discoveries to one another,
engage in open deliberation, choose a ﬁnal site,
and navigate together--as a swirling cloud of
bees--to their new home. Seeley investigates
how evolution has honed the decision-making
methods of honeybees over millions of years, and
he considers similarities between the ways that
bee swarms and primate brains process
information. He concludes that what works well
for bees can also work well for people: any
decision-making group should consist of
individuals with shared interests and mutual
respect, a leader's inﬂuence should be
minimized, debate should be relied upon, diverse
solutions should be sought, and the majority
should be counted on for a dependable
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resolution. An impressive exploration of animal
behavior, Honeybee Democracy shows that
decision-making groups, whether honeybee or
human, can be smarter than even the smartest
individuals in them.
On War and Democracy Christopher Kutz
2020-04-28 On War and Democracy provides a
richly nuanced examination of the moral
justiﬁcations democracies often invoke to wage
war. In this compelling and provocative book,
Christopher Kutz argues that democratic
principles can be both fertile and toxic ground for
the project of limiting war's violence. Only by
learning to view war as limited by our democratic
values—rather than as a tool for promoting
them—can we hope to arrest the slide toward the
borderless, seemingly endless democratic "holy
wars" and campaigns of remote killings we are
witnessing today, and to stop permanently the
use of torture and secret law. Kutz shows how
our democratic values, understood incautiously
and incorrectly, can actually undermine the goal
of limiting war. He helps us better understand
why we are tempted to believe that collective
violence in the name of politics can be legitimate
when individual violence is not. In doing so, he
oﬀers a bold new account of democratic agency
that acknowledges the need for national defense
and the promotion of liberty abroad while limiting
the temptations of military intervention. Kutz
demonstrates why we must address concerns
about the means of waging war—including
remote war and surveillance—and why we must
create institutions to safeguard some
nondemocratic values, such as dignity and
martial honor, from the threat of democratic
politics. On War and Democracy reveals why
understanding democracy in terms of political
agency, not institutional process, is crucial to
limiting when and how democracies use violence.
Global Trends 2030 Oﬃce of the Director of
National Intelligence Council 2017-03-11 This
publication covers global megatrends for the
next 20 years and how they will aﬀect the United
States. This is the ﬁfth installment in the National
Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a
framework for thinking about possible futures
and their implications. The report is intended to
stimulate strategic thinking about the rapid and
vast geopolitical changes characterizing the
world today and possible global trajectories
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during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical
trends and potential discontinuities. The authors
distinguish between megatrends, those factors
that will likely occur under any scenario, and
game-changers, critical variables whose
trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001.
Several innovations are included in Global Trends
2030, including: a review of the four previous
Global Trends reports, input from academic and
other experts around the world, coverage of
disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the
potential trajectories for the US role in the
international system and the possible the impact
on future international relations. Table of
Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual
Empowerment 8 Poverty Reduction 8 An
Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and
the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications
Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE
CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12
Diﬀusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF
COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE
LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030
18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging
20 Shrinking Number of Youthful Countries 22 A
New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26
Growing Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food,
Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook
34 Game-Changers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global
Economy 40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch
Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A
Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More
Fragile? 46 The Governance Gap 48 Governance
Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48
INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS
53 NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New
Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral
Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased
Conﬂict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED
DECLINE 59 Interstate Conﬂict: Chances Rising
61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The
Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South Asia:
Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple
Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself
78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by
2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but
Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New
Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83
AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90
Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United
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States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential
Scenarios for the United States' Global Role 101
Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110
FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate
World 128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog
References 137 Audience: Appropriate for
anyone, from businesses to banks, government
agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to
the teaching sector, and more. This publication
helps anticipate where the world will be: socially,
politically, technologically, and culturally over the
next few decades. Keywords: Global Trends 2030
Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030, Global
Trends series, National Intelligence Council,
global trajectories, global megatrends,
geopolitics, geopolitical changes
Masters' Essays and Doctoral Dissertations
Columbia University. Graduate Faculties 1972
The Age of The Strongman Gideon Rachman
2022-04-07 'Essential and deﬁnitive' CATHERINE BELTON, author of PUTIN'S PEOPLE
We are in a new era. Since the beginning of the
millennium, when Vladimir Putin took power in
Russia, authoritarian leaders have come to
dominate global politics. Self-styled strongmen
have risen to power in Moscow, Beijing, Delhi,
Brasilia, Budapest, Ankara, Riyadh and
Washington. How and why did this new style of
strongman leadership arrive? How likely is it to
lead to war or economic collapse? And what
forces are in place not only to keep these
strongmen in check but to reverse the trend?
Everywhere they go, these leaders encourage a
cult of personality. They are nationalists and
social conservatives, with little tolerance for
minorities, dissent or the interests of foreigners.
At home, they claim to stand up for ordinary
people against globalist elites; abroad, they
posture as the embodiments of their nations. And
they are not just operating in authoritarian
political systems but have begun to emerge in
the heartlands of liberal democracy. From Putin,
Trump and Bolsonaro to Erdogan, Xi and Modi,
The Age of the Strongman provides the ﬁrst truly
global treatment of the new nationalism and
oﬀers a bold new paradigm for understanding our
world. 'When it comes to making sense of today's
world, Gideon Rachman is in a league of his own'
- Ivan Krastev, co-author of The Light that Failed
Safe Abortion Organització Mundial de la Salut
2003-05-13 At a UN General Assembly Special
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Session in 1999, governments recognised unsafe
abortion as a major public health concern, and
pledged their commitment to reduce the need for
abortion through expanded and improved family
planning services, as well as ensure abortion
services should be safe and accessible. This
technical and policy guidance provides a
comprehensive overview of the many actions
that can be taken in health systems to ensure
that women have access to good quality abortion
services as allowed by law.
Democratic World 1989
Taxing the Rich Kenneth Scheve 2017-11-07 In
today's social climate of acknowledged and
growing inequality, why are there not greater
eﬀorts to tax the rich? In this wide-ranging and
provocative book, Kenneth Scheve and David
Stasavage ask when and why countries tax their
wealthiest citizens—and their answers may
surprise you. Taxing the Rich draws on
unparalleled evidence from twenty countries over
the last two centuries to provide the broadest
and most in-depth history of progressive taxation
available. Scheve and Stasavage explore the
intellectual and political debates surrounding the
taxation of the wealthy while also providing the
most detailed examination to date of when taxes
have been levied against the rich and when they
haven't. Fairness in debates about taxing the rich
has depended on diﬀerent views of what it
means to treat people as equals and whether
taxing the rich advances or undermines this
norm. Scheve and Stasavage argue that
governments don't tax the rich just because
inequality is high or rising—they do it when
people believe that such taxes compensate for
the state unfairly privileging the wealthy.
Progressive taxation saw its heyday in the
twentieth century, when compensatory
arguments for taxing the rich focused on unequal
sacriﬁce in mass warfare. Today, as technology
gives rise to wars of more limited mobilization,
such arguments are no longer persuasive. Taxing
the Rich shows how the future of tax reform will
depend on whether political and economic
conditions allow for new compensatory
arguments to be made.
Revolver revue 2006
Political Satire, Postmodern Reality, and
the Trump Presidency Mehnaaz Momen
2018-12-11 This book is an in-depth analysis of
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the phenomenon of the takeover of politics by
entertainment. The author looks for answers in
the parallel evolution of satire, the media, and
politics, and how each has inﬂuenced the other
and the implications of this interconnectedness
for political discourse.
Foundations of Social Democracy Tobias Gombert
2017
Democracy's Arsenal Jacques S. Gansler
2013-08-16 An expert explains why the security
needs of the twenty-ﬁrst century require a
transformation of the defense industry of the
twentieth century. New geopolitical
realities—including terrorism, pandemics, rogue
nuclear states, resource conﬂicts, insurgencies,
mass migration, economic collapse, and cyber
attacks—have created a dramatically diﬀerent
national-security environment for America.
Twentieth-century defense strategies,
technologies, and industrial practices will not
meet the security requirements of a post-9/11
world. In Democracy's Arsenal, Jacques Gansler
describes the transformations needed in
government and industry to achieve a new, more
eﬀective system of national defense. Drawing on
his decades of experience in industry,
government, and academia, Gansler argues that
the old model of ever-increasing defense
expenditures on largely outmoded weapons
systems must be replaced by a strategy that
combines a healthy economy, eﬀective
international relations, and a strong (but
aﬀordable) national security posture. The
defense industry must remake itself to become
responsive and relevant to the needs of twentyﬁrst-century security.
The Decentralization of Forest Governance
Moira Moeliono 2012-05-31 'This book provides
an excellent overview of more than a decade of
transformation in a forest landscape where the
interests of local people, extractive industries
and globally important biodiversity are in conﬂict.
The studies assembled here teach us that plans
and strategies are ﬁne but, in the real world of
the forest frontier, conservation must be based
upon negotiation, social learning and an ability to
muddle through.' Jeﬀrey Sayer, senior scientiﬁc
adviser, Forest Conservation Programme IUCN International Union for of Nature The devolution
of control over the world's forests from national
or state and provincial level governments to local
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control is an ongoing global trend that deeply
aﬀects all aspects of forest management,
conservation of biodiversity, control over
resources, wealth distribution and livelihoods.
This powerful new book from leading experts
provides an in-depth account of how trends
towards increased local governance are shifting
control over natural resource management from
the state to local societies, and the implications
of this control for social justice and the
environment. The book is based on ten years of
work by a team of researchers in Malinau,
Indonesian Borneo, one of the world's richest
forest areas. The ﬁrst part of the book sets the
larger context of decentralization's impact on
power struggles between the state and society.
The authors then cover in detail how the
devolution process has occurred in Malinau, the
policy context, struggles and conﬂicts and how
Malinau has organized itself. The third part of the
book looks at the broader issues of property
relations, conﬂict, local governance and political
participation associated with decentralization in
Malinau. Importantly, it draws out the salient
points for other international contexts including
the important determination that 'local political
alliances', especially among ethnic minorities, are
taking on greater prominence and creating new
opportunities to inﬂuence forest policy in the
world's richest forests from the ground up. This is
top-level research for academics and
professionals working on forestry, natural
resource management, policy and resource
economics worldwide. Published with CIFOR
Making Futures Pelle Ehn 2014-11-07
Innovation and design need not be about the
search for a killer app. Innovation and design can
start in people's everyday activities. They can
encompass local services, cultural production,
arenas for public discourse, or technological
platforms. The approach is participatory,
collaborative, and engaging, with users and
consumers acting as producers and creators. It is
concerned less with making new things than with
making a socially sustainable future. This book
describes experiments in innovation, design, and
democracy, undertaken largely by grassroots
organizations, non-governmental organizations,
and multi-ethnic working-class neighborhoods.
These stories challenge the dominant perception
of what constitutes successful innovations. They
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recount eﬀorts at social innovation, opening the
production process, challenging the creative
class, and expanding the public sphere. The wide
range of cases considered include a collective of
immigrant women who perform collaborative
services, the development of an open-hardware
movement, grassroots journalism, and hip-hop
performances on city buses. They point to the
possibility of democratized innovation that goes
beyond solo entrepreneurship and crowdsourcing
in the service of corporations to include multiple
futures imagined and made locally by oftenmarginalized publics. ContributorsMåns Adler,
Erling Björgvinsson, Karin Book, David
Cuartielles, Pelle Ehn, Anders Emilson, PerAnders Hillgren, Mads Hobye, Michael Krona, Per
Linde, Kristina Lindström, Sanna Marttila, Elisabet
M. Nilsson, Anna Seravalli, Pernilla Severson, Åsa
Ståhl, Lucy Suchman, Richard Topgaard, Laura
Watts
Right, Wrong and Science Evandro Agazzi
2004 Solving the problem of the negative impact
of science and technology on society and the
environment is indeed the greatest challenge of
our time. To date, this challenge has been taken
up by few professional philosophers of science,
making this volume a welcome contribution to
the general debate. Agazzi's treatment involves
viewing modern science and technology as each
constituting systems. Against the background of
this approach, he provides a penetrating analysis
of science, technology and ethics, and their
interrelations. Agazzi sees the solution to the
problem as lying in the moral sphere and
including a multilateral assumption of
responsibility on the part of decision makers both
within and outside of science.
Fundamentals of Semiconductor Lasers
Takahiro Numai 2004-01-08 The detailed and
comprehensive presentation is unique in that it
encourages the reader to consider diﬀerent
semiconductor lasers from diﬀerent angles.
Emphasis is placed on recognizing common
concepts such operating principles and structure,
and solving problems based on individual
situations. The treatment is enhanced by an
historical account of advances in semiconductor
lasers over the years, discussing both those ideas
that have persisted over the years and those that
have faded out.
Public Papers of the Presidents of the
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United States, George W. Bush United States.
President (2001-2009 : Bush) 2003
Education, Democracy and Citizenship
Revisited Yusef Waghid 2010-11-01 This book
contains a revised collection of previously
published articles spanning a period of ﬁve years
(2004-2009) during which my original thoughts
on democratic citizenship education have been
developed. Central to this book is the notion that
democratic citizenship education ought to be
deliberative, compassionate and friendly in order
that teachers and students (learners) may
respect one another and take risks in and
through their pedagogical encounters. In this
way, hopefully, students and teachers may
become more critical, explorative and engaging. Yusef Waghid
Stalemate: An Anatomy of Conﬂicts
between Democracies, Islamists, and
Muslim Autocrats Erik A. Claessen 2010-10-06
This text provides an in-depth analysis of the
politics and organization of Muslim autocracies,
radical Islamist movements, and democracies,
explaining their inﬂuence on the never-ending
conﬂicts in the Middle East. • Bibliography
contains numerous Arab and Muslim-authored
works rarely cited in the West, but are highly
inﬂuential on Arab political thought and Islamic
social mobilization • Provides a glossary of
dozens of critical Islamic concepts like Ijtihaad,
Ulema, Awqaf, Zakat, Taqﬁr, and Hudna that are
key to understanding Middle Eastern
sociopolitical and diplomatic discourse • An index
of concepts, persons, locations, and events
allows quick access to information by grouping
similar concepts or directing the reader to related
terms
The Third Wave Samuel P. Huntington
2012-09-06 Between 1974 and 1990 more than
thirty countries in southern Europe, Latin
America, East Asia, and Eastern Europe shifted
from authoritarian to democratic systems of
government. This global democratic revolution is
probably the most important political trend in the
late twentieth century. In The Third Wave,
Samuel P. Huntington analyzes the causes and
nature of these democratic transitions, evaluates
the prospects for stability of the new
democracies, and explores the possibility of more
countries becoming democratic. The recent
transitions, he argues, are the third major wave
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of democratization in the modem world. Each of
the two previous waves was followed by a
reverse wave in which some countries shifted
back to authoritarian government. Using
concrete examples, empirical evidence, and
insightful analysis, Huntington provides neither a
theory nor a history of the third wave, but an
explanation of why and how it occurred. Factors
responsible for the democratic trend include the
legitimacy dilemmas of authoritarian regimes;
economic and social development; the changed
role of the Catholic Church; the impact of the
United States, the European Community, and the
Soviet Union; and the "snowballing"
phenomenon: change in one country stimulating
change in others. Five key elite groups within and
outside the nondemocratic regime played roles in
shaping the various ways democratization
occurred. Compromise was key to all
democratizations, and elections and nonviolent
tactics also were central. New democracies must
deal with the "torturer problem" and the
"praetorian problem" and attempt to develop
democratic values and processes. Disillusionment
with democracy, Huntington argues, is necessary
to consolidating democracy. He concludes the
book with an analysis of the political, economic,
and cultural factors that will decide whether or
not the third wave continues. Several "Guidelines
for Democratizers" oﬀer speciﬁc, practical
suggestions for initiating and carrying out reform.
Huntington's emphasis on practical application
makes this book a valuable tool for anyone
engaged in the democratization process. At this
volatile time in history, Huntington's assessment
of the processes of democratization is
indispensable to understanding the future of
democracy in the world.
The Irony of Democracy Thomas R. Dye 1996
The elites and not the masses govern our country
is the theme of this aﬀordable THOMSON
ADVANTAGE BOOKS version ofTHE IRONY OF
DEMOCRACY. Known for its "elitist approach" to
American Government, this text presents its
argument in a new context--the politics of the
21st century--including the Clinton and Bush
Administrations eﬀects on government and
politics the U.S.
Spare Change Poetry and inappropriate musings
J. Coalhouse Lewis 2017-12-25 Poetry infused
with realism. Casting a light on the stories and
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people that dwell in the shadows.
Iraq Reconstruction Javed Ahmad Khan 2008
The Rise and Fall of Communism Archie Brown
2010-08-17 Winner of the 2010 W.J.M. Mackenzie
Prize for Best Political Science Book of the Year
2010 The relentless rise of Communism was the
most momentous political development of the
ﬁrst half of the twentieth century. No political
change has been more fundamental than its
demise in Europe and its decline elsewhere. In
this hugely acclaimed book Archie Brown
provides an indispensable history that examines
the origins of the ideology, its development in
diﬀerent countries, its collapse in many states
following the Soviet perestroika, and its current
incarnations around the globe. The Rise and Fall
of Communism explains how and why
Communists came to power; how they were able,
in a variety of countries on diﬀerent continents to
hold on to power for so long; and what brought
about the downfall of so many Communist
systems. A groundbreaking work from an
internationally renowned specialist, this is the
deﬁnitive study of the most remarkable political
and human story of our times.
Powerful and Brutal Weapons Stephen P
Randolph 2009-06-30 As America confronts an
unpredictable war in Iraq, Randolph returns to an
earlier conﬂict that severely tested our civilian
and military leaders. In 1972, America sought to
withdraw from Vietnam with its credibility intact,
with President Nixon and National Security
Advisor Kissinger hoping that gains on the
battleﬁeld would strengthen their position at the
negotiating table. Randolph's intimate chronicle
of the commander-in-chief gains us
unprecedented access to how these strategic
assessments were made and played out.
The World Book Encyclopedia: Research
Guide - Index World Book, Inc 2007 An
encyclopedia designed especially to meet the
needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high
school students.
Global Trends 2030 National Intelligence Council
(U.S.) 2012 This report is intended to stimulate
thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical
changes characterizing the world today and
possible global trajectories over the next 15
years. As with the NIC's previous Global Trends
reports, we do not seek to predict the future,
which would be an impossible feat, but instead
laser-guided-democracy

provide a framework for thinking about possible
futures and their implications. In-depth research,
detailed modeling and a variety of analytical
tools drawn from public, private and academic
sources were employed in the production of
Global Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged with
experts in nearly 20 countries, from think tanks,
banks, government oﬃces and business groups,
to solicit reviews of the report.
Blowout Rachel Maddow 2020-02-06 **THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** A ground-breaking
investigation into the oil and gas industry,
international corruption and world politics. Oil.
Corrupt? Yes. Unimaginably lucrative? Of course.
But, the enemy of democracy? Blowout is the oil
and gas industry as we've never seen it before,
as told by America's most incisive political
journalist, Rachel Maddow. A blackly comic
journey from Washington to Siberia, to deep
within the earth's crust and the icy Arctic seas, it
reveals not just the greed and incompetence of
Big Oil and Gas but why the Russian government
hacked the 2016 U.S. election. This is our ﬁnal
wake-up call: to stop subsidizing oil and gas, to
ﬁght for transparency, and to check the inﬂuence
of the world's most destructive industry before it
destroys our democracy 'Each page in Blowout is
a revelation into the depth of corruption and
greed that is infused into the international
economy' David Lammy, MP
Jihad Vs McWorld Benjamin R Barber
2010-12-15 JIHAD VS. MCWORLD is an essential
text for anyone who wants to understand the
challenges facing us after the tragic events of
September 11, 2001 and in light of the current
conﬂict in the Middle East. In a groundbreaking
work, political scientist Benjamin R. Barber oﬀers
a penetrating analysis of the central conﬂict of
our times: consumerist capitalism versus
religious and tribal fundamentalism. These
diametrically opposed but intertwined forces are
tearing apart - and bringing together - the world
as we know it, undermining democracy and the
nation-state on which it depends. On the one
hand, capitalism on the global level is rapidly
dissolving the social and economic barriers
between nations, transforming the world's
diverse populations into a blandly uniform
market. On the other hand, ethnic, religious, and
racial hatreds are fragmenting the political
landscape into smaller and smaller tribal units.
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JIHAD VS. MCWORLD is the term that Barber has
coined to describe the powerful and paradoxical
interdependence of these forces. In this
important book, now more timely than ever
before, he explores the alarming repercussions of
this potent dialectic and in his new introduction
sketches a democratic response to terrorism.
The Magic Bullet? Tim Benbow 2004-06-30
Bombing by use of laser-guided weaponry is
evolution, not revolution - aircraft have been
bombing for more than 85 years, but a network
of sensors in space or on the sea-bed that can
track every move, without human involvement,
may be revolution. This, and other technical
advances, may enable intervention and
prevention without conﬂict, certainly with nonlethal weaponry. The future structure of armed
forces, the nature and size of defence industries,
the potential risk of there being a single
superpower, and many other matters, depend on
how much the present and future change in
military aﬀairs is evolution and how much is
genuine revolution. This study, based on report
papers prepared for the Ministry of Defence and
praised for their clarity, oﬀers clear analysis of
the debate for lay students of current and
military aﬀairs as well as professionals working in
the ﬁelds of politics, science, security and
military strategy and planning.
The Public Service Media and Public Service
Internet Manifesto Christian Fuchs 2021-09-07
This book presents the collectively authored
Public Service Media and Public Service Internet
Manifesto and accompanying materials.The
Internet and the media landscape are broken.
The dominant commercial Internet platforms
endanger democracy. They have created a
communications landscape overwhelmed by
surveillance, advertising, fake news, hate speech,
conspiracy theories, and algorithmic politics.
Commercial Internet platforms have harmed
citizens, users, everyday life, and society.
Democracy and digital democracy require Public
Service Media. A democracy-enhancing Internet
requires Public Service Media becoming Public
Service Internet platforms – an Internet of the
public, by the public, and for the public; an
Internet that advances instead of threatens
democracy and the public sphere. The Public
Service Internet is based on Internet platforms
operated by a variety of Public Service Media,
laser-guided-democracy
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taking the public service remit into the digital
age. The Public Service Internet provides
opportunities for public debate, participation, and
the advancement of social cohesion.
Accompanying the Manifesto are materials that
informed its creation: Christian Fuchs’ report of
the results of the Public Service Media/Internet
Survey, the written version of Graham Murdock’s
online talk on public service media today, and a
summary of an ecomitee.com discussion of the
Manifesto’s foundations.
Public Papers of the Presidents of the
United States United States. President 2010
"Containing the public messages, speeches, and
statements of the President", 1956-1992.
Rights and Democracy Henk Botha 2004-01-01
The twelve essays in this book pay tribute to
senior Harvard law professor Frank Michelman
whose thinking ? and input ? on Constitutional
Law has made a great contribution to
constitutional development in South Africa. These
essays are the work of some of the best practical
and academic legal minds in this country and,
given South Africa?s recent successes in this
ﬁeld, represent an advanced position in
constitutional thinking in the world.
Rain Barney Campbell 2015-07-30 ONE OF THE
EVENING STANDARD'S BOOKS OF THE YEAR 2015
Barney Campbell's Rain is a searingly powerful
début that reads like a British Matterhorn
******** 'A wonderfully achieved, enthralling and
moving novel of war. Its authenticity is as telling
as it is terrifying' William Boyd 'No better on-theground description of Britain's war will ever be
written. Rain is what Chickenhawk or, more
recently, Matterhorn was to Vietnam. It's
unputdownable, except for when the reader
needs to draw breath or battle a lump in the
throat' Evening Strandard Corporal Thomas (my
acting sergeant since Adams died) and I have to
go down the line of the boys as they're checking
their kit before we go out. Some of them are
crying, not bawling just weeping gently but still
steadfast; others are just pumped to the max,
bouncing their heads up and down like they're
listening to trance music, just amped about
getting the rounds down. Those are the ones I'm
most worried about; how they're going to cope
with being back home is beyond me. Tom
Chamberlain was destined to be a soldier from
the moment he discovered a faded picture of his
Downloaded from
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father patrolling the streets of Belfast. With the
war in Afghanistan at its savage peak, Tom is
despatched from home in the dead of an
anonymous September night, a blood tribute
leaving without fanfare. Full of eagerness, but
wracked by self-doubt, he must discover who he
is and what he is capable of. But as the bonds
with his comrades grow, home - and the loved
ones left behind - seem ever more remote from
the surreal violence and exhilaration of war.
Drawing on the author's own experience, Rain is
the most powerful, vivid and aﬀecting portrait of
the Afghan frontline to have yet emerged - a
novel of war that will take its place among the
classics from previous generations. 'Rain is not
merely good, it's remarkable. Powerful, at times
unbearably harrowing, it captures both the fear
and exhilaration of men pushed to breaking
point' Jeremy Paxman 'Gripping . . . the ending is
genuinely shocking' Daily Mail 'A powerful and
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moving story of war with all the authenticity of a
memoir' Charles Cumming 'One of the most
powerful and emotional works ever written about
British soldiers in battle. Troubling, funny,
upsetting, exhilarating and deeply moving. You
will never forget it' Colonel Richard Kemp
'Thrilling, gut-wrenching and profoundly moving,
this book, like all the very best novels of war, has
the utterly compelling grip of authenticity' James
Holland 'An extraordinary book: authentic,
beautifully written and very moving' Saul David
'Simply superb. It could become the deﬁning
account of the British in Afghanistan' Tom Petch,
writer and directer of 'The Patrol' 'One of the best
novels about the Afghanistan war. Brutally
honest, it could have been a memoir' David Axe
'A must-read debut' Tom Newton-Dunn
Department of Defense Dictionary of
Military and Associated Terms United States.
Joint Chiefs of Staﬀ 1994
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